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Abstract:

I briefly review our present knowledge on the states of perturbative QCD and

how these states decay into the final state observable hadrons.



introduction

This review will deal with our present understanding (or lack of

understanding, very often) of hadronization in multiparticle processes. I feel

that it is necessary to start with a brief review of how the subject has

developed (we are nowadays far away from the situation ten years ago) and also

to introduce a set of notions to be used in the following. In particular in

order to obtain the final state observable hadrons, we must have some basic

structure, providing a framework for the energy-momentum and quantum number

flows which are observed. That is the parton model.

A long tine ago we were happily engaged in the predictions of multiparticle

phenomena based upon the parton model. We used the nonabelian gauge theory QCD

as a tentative motivation for its amazing qualitative success.

We knew that at its roots was the Weizsäcker-Uilliams approximation (WUA), a

timehonoured tool of the abelian QED [1]. This relationship was further

elaborated in the beautiful paper by ftltarelli and Parisi [2]. They showed

that the scaling deviations (first exhibited in the somewhat prohibiting

framework of operator product expansions and the re.iormalization group) could

be understood as iterations of tlie WWA, applied to the colour field quanta.

The asymptotic freedom of QCD together with a set of "factorization theorems"

served us as a guide for the drill exercise with the structure functions and

the fragmentation functions, i.e. the initial and final state "flux factors".

We were dreaming of pencillike partonic jets and we sent our experimental

friends out to measure these flux factors "once and for all" (i.e. "do it well

in a given kineraatical region"). We promised them rewarding predictions from

the WWA and the "QCD evolution".

We are nowadays sadder and wiser men and women. We now know that there is a

much longer and more strenuous way left to go before we can give quantitative

predictions in high energy hadronic physics. There are no free luncheons and

there are no pencillike Jets giving simple interpretations of a partonic

activity. One of the basic reasons is the complex relationship between the

partonic and the final state hadronic stage, i.e. the hadronization phenomena.

There are recent review papers both on the experimental [3] and the

theoretical [4] details of the subject and I will in general be satisfied to

exhibit some illustrative properties and to discuss some open problems.
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The complexity of multihadron physics is both of a principal and a more

trivial kinematical character. Most high energy physicists tend to agree that

there are three principal timescales in the interactions and the subsequent

development of the final (observable) state. I will call them the partoric

scale (below fractions of a fm), the fragmentation scale (from 1̂ 5 fm) and the

resonance decay scale (which may vary from the fragmentation scale all the way

to the detector observations - and beyond).

The physics is not well understood on anyone of these timescales but equipped

with the resources of the Particle Data Group (masses, branching ratios,

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients etc) the third stage can be rather easily

implemented in Honte Carlo simulation processes given the two earlier ones.

Therefore I will concentrate on the different approaches to the physics of

these two.

I would however like to mention to all those of my colleagues which frown at

Monte Carlos that the amazing difficulty to filter out useful dynanic

information would be even more frustrating if there were no useful

implementations of this almost purely kinematical stage. Actually those who

are interested solely in "all charged particles", "all pions" - inclusive

cross sections can go happy through life using this complexity to their gain

by preparing nonstructured "longitudinal phase space " statistical models to

describe almost 90 % of the cross section at least up to the energies

presently available.

This review will, however, not deal with the techniques of the Monte Carlo

implementations but with the possible physics frameworks.

In order to understand the remaining few percent of the cross section it Is

necessary to filter out the dynamical information from the first two stages of

the interaction. We believe that most phenomena on the partonic time scale

should be possible to compute from perturbation theory, fts I will disct-ss

below (section 2), it is, however, not necessarily a straightforward task (the

fact that presentday QCD perturbation theory is hideously complicated and orly

attainable in the lowest few orders even after months of hard work is still

"straightforward" in this sense!).

For the second stage, the fragmentation process, we have to take recourse to

phenoraenological models and I will discuss some properties of the most popular

ones below (section 3).



Let me end this maybe somewhat sombre Introduction with a few general words on

the subject. It is true that we have had to sober down from the euphoria of

the early parton model days and it is true that there is a tedious journey in

front before we will be satisfied with our knowledge on QCD and on hadronio

physics. But whoever expected that our first encounter with a theory without a

classical macroscopic background (which e.g. QED has), i.e. a totally quantum

mechanical confining theory, should be easy? This is probably the largest

intellectual adventure our generation ;." Tj^iip ,.*'->•• •• '-** *ä •-•? r"r. There

should be lots of exciting physios to iearn about out tiiere, • , " •

iememoer the many-splendoured beauties encountered in the "simplei *»•>.

2. A e Partonic Timescale

In this section I will briefly discuss the properties of the partonic states,

such as we know them from present day calculations and considerations in QCD.

This is a necessary prerequisite for the discussion on fragmentation models in

the next sections.

I will start with a problem, the question of whether the colour force field

contains a direction, "the colour flow direction" also as a quantum field

theory. My next subject will be the treatment of the severe infrared

divergencies in the theory and how to obtain finite cross sections. I will

then say a few words on the calculation of exact matrix elements before

bringing up via a brief discussion of some coherence problems the aiultiparton

emission models of parton cascade type. After a brief discussion of both the

problems of gauge-choice and recoil in the emission, I will end with a few

words on the use of multiparton states in hadron-hadron collisions.

?A. THe Problem of Colour Flow

There are lots of intricate problems in the perturbative treatment of a field

theory. QCD is even more complicated by the fact that we have no real

knowledge about the properties of the basic states and also by the strong

infrared singularities of the theory.



Let ne start with one principal problem Tor the states. Usually the states or

QCD are characterized by a set of partons (quarks (q, colour 3), antlquarks

(q, colour 3) and gluons (g, colour 8)) together with their energy momentum

vectors and the properties of the underlying forcefields are neglected.

It is sufficient for an abelian gauge field theory to specify the field quanta

in order to obtain all possible information on the fields - in this case there

is no particular ordering necessary. For a nonabelian gauge field theory this

is no longer so obvious. In particular for a confining theory where the fields

have a thin tubelike extension one expects that a colour ordering should be

necessary - the fields should stretch from ona charge to another etc.

Actually, this is also noticeable in the transition matrix elements of

perturbative QCD (PQCD). They can all be arranged in a gauge invariant way

into groups such that there is a particular colour flow ordering.

The simplest case is a four parton state like an e*e~-annihilation event into

a (qqgjg,)-state (which then is in an overall colour singlet configuration).

In this case the matrix-elements (to any order in PQCD) can be grouped as

belonging either to the (qgjgjt])- or the (qg,g,q)-colour flow configuration.

In the cross sections, which are quadratic in the matrix elements, there will,

however, occur interference terms between the colour flows. They are generally

nonvanishing, although of the order 1/N* (Nc = number of colours) compared to

the rest. Therefore the occurrence of such interference terms is more a

qualitative than a quantitative problem (in some cases the size is however

almost 30 t of the rest).

In the spirit of perturbation theory, e.g. in leadinglog approximations (LLA)

etc, these terms can be neglected or eventually redistribute-! among the terms

containing a proper colour ordering. But anybody doing fragmentation physics

should be aware that these terms, without classical correspondence, have no

simple interpretation for covariant fragmentation models.

The eventual occurrence of a colour flow direction quantum number should be

remembered in this connection. This possibility may be related to the

structure of the QCD vacuum state and its response to an outside colour force

field, as I have discussed in another context [5].



I will nevertheless from now on for the fragmentation models assume that there

is a given colour ordering.

2B. infrared Problems

For all calculations in PQCO one must be aware of the sincere infrared

problems, i.e. there are all kinds of divergencies in the long wavelength

limit. The physical reason for these premieras is that we are actually

calculating inclusive cross sections which contain the ordinary total cross

section together with the multiplicity of the included particles. Then the

divergencies signalize that an infinity of soft and collinear partons may be

involved. It is in general not known whether one obtains e.g. 50 soft gluons

in each event or maybe 1 in most, aid an enormous amount in the few remaining

ones.

The ordinary assumption is that the computed cross section (normalized with

e.g. the Born cross section) denotes the mean multiplicity per unit phase

space. Further one assumes that the emission is independent, i.e. Poissonian

in nature so that one may renormalize with the probability of emitting nothing

"before" a certain value (Sudhakov formfactor). To be precise, if the cross

section is da then one introduces the mean number

dä *p- (l)

Then with the independence assumption we conclude that the probability to emit

no parton at all inside the phase space region 8 is

exp - n(8) (2)

Similarly exactly one emission inside 8 will occur with the probability

n{0) exp - n(0) (3)

etc.



In some feu cases when two particle correlations may be neglected the

introduction of such form factors may solve the divergence problems. Care

should, however, in general be used because of the typical quantum

interference phenomena which may occur (of below).

In practice one must, however, introduce different cutoff procedures (in

particular because of the intrinsic scale in the running coupling constant, cf

below). In that case it is necessary to require infrared stability (besides

obvious Lorentz covariance and gauge invariance constraints).

Infrared stability means that no physical observable should be influenced by

the cutoff procedure. In other words, the occurrence of one or many partons,

which are soft on the scale of the detector resolution, should have no

influence on the predictions.

It is useful to note that in QCD, in contradiction to QED, one is in general

not free to choose this resolution power. For QED it is always possible to

imagine th« 'lie of a sufficiently fine grained and distant detector so that

the difference between an electron state and a state with an electron and an

almost collinear photon may be resolved. For QCD on the other hand there is an

intrinsic scale, the hadronlc mass scale below which no resolution is

possible. Two colour connected partons with a common invariant mass below this

scale obviously end up in the sane hadron.

In Monte Carlo simulation programs the commonly used cutoff is Just the

invariant mass of two adjacent partons m . or its scaled equivalent
yab=mab/Wl> w l t h H t h e t o t a l c m s ener8y ° f the state. "Preconfinement" [6]

cluster masses, which are used in some fragmentation models are of this type

and similarly the dipole masses in one of the latest developments of the Lund

Model.

Other devices e.g. of Sterman-Weinberg type may be useful but in general the

partonic state looses its significance in these cases.

2C. Matrix ffieaeats

As of now almost all the next to leading order QCD-correetlons to the cross

section have been computed. The amount of work that has gene into these

projects means that it is very doubtful that we will obtain even higher order



corrections with present day techniques, except in a few simple situations. It

is an unfortunate fact, however, that these precise calculations hardly are

sufficient to describe in a consistent way e.g. the present (rather

sophisticated) PETRA/PEP data in e*e~-annihilation events.

To give an example, in the so-called energy-energy correlations, introduced by

the Washington group [7] it is necessary to choose [3,8] a very snail mass

cutoff m .in order to describe the asymmetry by means of the first and second

order QCD corrections (3- and 1-jet events). This means that there is only a

small amount of 2-jets, i.e. back-to-back qq-Jets (~5 %) and the a and 0*
s s

correction take ~95 % of the cross section! An outsider will under those

circumstances ask about the size of the next order correction.

It is further in general difficult to describe the transverse momentum

fluctuations out of the main event plane by means of only 2-, 3- and U-jet

events.

2O. Coherence Problems

It is therefore, nowadays, generally believed that one needs at least

approximate methods to compute the rate of multiparton emission. This is

provided by the QCD branching processes which I will consider next.

I would like to start by considering the corresponding situation in QED

oremsstrahlung. If an e*e~ pair is produced in a point and goes apart ("charge

separated") with rapidities y» and y. (>y.J, then it is wellknown that

bremssttrahlung is emitted inside the rapidity (or angular) range

y» < y < y- CO

If we consider the Feynman diagrams contributing to the process (cf fig. 1) we

note that only the sum of the two contributions is gauge invariant. It is

perfectly feasible to choose a gauge such that one of them dominates, e.g. the

one corresponding to emission from the "e-leg". Or to choose a gauge such that

there is no interference between the two diagrammatic contributions, it is,

however, wrong physically to talk about this gauge choice as "more physical"

than any other choice. We all know that none of the particles emits "by

itself". It is because of the fast charge separation i.e. the quick changes in

the field configuration that there is emission and as I have already said the



charges emit together. The rapidity range in eg. (4) is characteristic of a

dipole emission.

Exactly the same coherence phenomena occur In QCD but the situation Is further

complicated by the fact that the emitted radiation (in general gluons or qq-

palrs) is charged in itself. These coherence phenomena were first pointed out

for QCD by Mueller, Marchesin1 and collaborators [9] and by the Leningrad

group [1O] and they are basic to any gauge field theory.

2B. Parton Cascade Models

Early attempts to obtain model3 for multiparton emission ("Jet calculus" [11])

did neglect the coherence phenomenon. But both these and later efforts have in

general been based upon the Altarelli-Parisi (AP) (or if you like the QCD WWA)

evolution equation:

a
df(x,Q') = dt / — dz P(z) f (y,Q*) dy 6(x-yz) (5)

2w

i.e. the change in any number distribution of partons f during a small change

in the evolution parameter t is given by the way the splitting function P

change f integrated over all allowed values of the splitting variable z. P

contains conventionally the colour Casimir factors and it Is useful to note

for the running coupling constant a that for large values of the number of

colours N
c

Nc 2i * 2 ( Q V A ' ) ( 6 )

The parameter A depend3 upon the choice for the variable Q' but Is usually of

the order of a few hundred MeV. Different groups use different Interpretations

of the evolution parameter t and the off-shellness Q*, as well as of the

splitting variable. (All definitions are, of course, equivalent up to the next

order In a , or more correctly up to subleading contributions in the LLA of

the relevant Feynman graph functions.)
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The reason to put the a -contribution inside the integral in eq. (5) is that

often the off-shellness Q'-variable is identified with the transverse momentum

squared in the splitting k^ -• z(1-z)nr with m* occuring in tzlnfm'/A1).

Generally in applications one defines a Sudhakov formfactor corresponding to

the probability that no splitting occurs inside a certain t-range and using

Monte Carlo programs evolve the equation (5) either towards smaller masses m

("final state bremsstrahlung") [12] or (with due caution) "backwards"

("initial state bremsstrahlung") [13] with spacelike masses back to the

original wavefunction.

The different conventions are described in detail in e.g. ref. [t] but they

all lead to a branching process in which different partons occur either as

early "trunks' decaying into finer (and less off-shell) "branches" and

"twigs".

Implementation of the coherence conditions discussed above was first done in

the Marchesini-Webber algorithm but is nowadays available as options in e.g.

the Lund Monte Carlo (Bengtsson-Sjöstrand).

An instructive, different approach is the dipole approximation [14] which at

the moment is worked out in the Lund group (based upon idea3 first suggested

by the Leningrad group [10]). When an original colour (33) goes apart

(creating a colour dipole) a first gluonic emission corresponds to the

production of two new "colour antennae" between the (38) and the (83).

Then new gluonic emission from these dipoles produce new antennae and new

emission etc until each dipole mass is down below some cutoff mass.

One funny thing about the method is that the coherence condition in this

language means: "do not double-count!", i.e. every gluon emission is allowed

from one and only one "earlier" dipole (in accordance with eq. (1)).

There is further a non-trivial ("local") solution to one of the basic problems

in the AP-approach, i.e. the recoil- and the subsequent gauge-choice problem.

The AP-approach is actually only valid in the collinear limit and every

emission evidently produces both a transverse momentuir of the emitted parton

and a corresponding recoil for the emitter.
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When repeated emissions occur it is evident that "collinear" may no longer be

a well-defined notion and the use of a particular gauge related to the

original direction may create problems. In e.g. a Marchesin i-Webber cascade a

certain partonic system with a given mass may decay differently in different

parts of the system. In particular the decay properties depend upon the

velocity of the subsystem.

This is not so in the dipole approach where the decay properties are fixed by

the dipole mass. The orientation of a decaying subsystem has been choosen so

that the external colour flow, i.e. the colour flow into and out of the

subsystem is changed as little as possible by the recoils. This choice creates

non-trivial azimuthal correlations and the whole procedure has a nice self-

similarity built in.

2F. Parton Cascades and Scattering in Hadronic Reactions

Several models are now available for hadron-hadron reactions in which total

event generators are available.

The Fythia model [15] contains one scenario which is extreme in the sense that

everything is worked out from (a common-sense interpretation of) perturbative

QCD. The wellknown (inclusive) large p~ cross-section (colour-Rutherford

scatterings) are (after division with a normalizing cross-section) interpreted

as the mean number of collisions of a particular kind. They are arranged by

Sudhakov formfactors into descending "hardness" order, each equipped with

relevant "initial" and "final state" bremsstrahlung radiation. When no

scattering with transverse momentum above a certain p_ occurs, the event is

treated as soft or diffractive with a reasonable parametrization. On the other

hand by means of an impact parameter method [15] there is a bias such that

when one hard scattering occurs then there are in general several more.

Fragmentation is done by string methods and although there are several options

to draw the strings and a consequent lack of uniqueness the authors have

worked hard to minimize these problems.

The Pythia model is a rather complete model in the sense that one may obtain

everything from Higgs production, W and Z formation to Drell-Yan events and

the above mentioned Rutherford scatterings, ft corresponding general and

versatile all-purpose model is Isa-Jet [16]. The differences to Pythia is from

a principal point of view that much more of the cross-section is treated by a
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soft parametrization (based upon Gribov calculus like the Dual Parton Model

[17]) and that the fragmentation of the partonic atate is done by independent

fragmentation.

Hadronic collisions in the Fritiof model [18], which is based upon a string

dynamics scenario, is extreme in the opposite direction to Pythia. The basic

dynanics is nonperturbative and the Rutherford scatterings (only the hardest

one and only if it is above a bremsstrahlung "noise level" is treated) occur

ar a perturbation on this longitudinal momentum transfer process. Just as in

the Dual Parton Model (DPM) string fragmentation is used. But the fluctuation

is for large energies in the Fritiof model correlated to transverse momentum

emission while the DPM contains many small central and longitudinally

stretched strings. Multigluon emission and Rutherford scatterings are at the

moment introduced into DPM and it will be very interesting to see how the

basically longitudinal dynamics scenario will survive with "minijets" etc.

There is one ."inal problem in the partonic interaction scale, brought up by

the Leningrad group [19], which I have not treated yet. The phase-space

density of partons in cascade calculations may eventually be so large that the

interactions between the emitted partens can no longer be neglected.

In e.g. ref. [19] there is an instructive picture of the resolution power of

an external probe, a "partonometer" used on a hadronic state. A small

wavelength, large Q' partonometer will resolve a fraction of the state

x^i/Q'R' with R a typical length parameter of the state. The corresponding

structure functions will contain partons on this Q'-scale which have larger

energies (larger Bjorcken jt.-fractions) than x, due to fluctuations in the

energy-density of the state. It may also contain Xg-partons with >tg<x, due to

evolution å la the AP-equation above. If the AP-evolution continues too far,

however, the authors of ref. [19] expect interactions of the emitted partons.

In practice the AP-equation, which for small x-values is basically a classical

probabilistic "gain-equation", will then also obtain "loss terms".

Considerations to the same effect, although with a different dynamical

motivation occur in the Fritiof model. It is expected that, while colour

separation occur in all hadronic interactions, the energy density in general

is small in the state. Emission of radiation of a given wavelength X can only

occur from an "antenna region" of the same or a smaller size. Short wavelength

radiation, like large transverse momentum gluons, will then need a small

antenna region. If it is too small, the available energy is not sufficient.
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This "soft radiation" will consequently be limited in size but it would take

us too far to consider the detailed consequences.

J. The Fragmentation Scale

In this section I would like to briefly cover a set of problems in the

presently available phenotnenological models. We have little precise knowledge

of the structure of the hadronic bound states, although some models like the

MIT-bag and its successors "the little Brown bag", "the Cheshire Cat bag" etc

indicates with growing sophistication some gener?! properties. Our lack of

knowledge is unfortunately reflected in the occurrence of several

phenomenological parameters.

Most of my considerations will be on three different frameworks, the iterative

cascade jet algorithm with the Lund string model as a "collective" model and

Independent Jet Fragmentation as an opposite "individual" approach and then

finally the Cluster Fragmentation models with the prime example in the

Marchesini-Webber model.

I will try to specify the dynamical assumptions behind these models leaving

many of the detailed descriptions for the interested reader to find out from

the original literature or from the excellent review in ref. [1]. I will

further leave out the comparisons to experimental data due to space

limitations referring to refs. [3] for detailed comparisons.

3A. Longitudinal Phase~Space

In the beginning was longitudinal phase-space. Thus already the first cosmic

ray event studies noted that energy and momentum flows as well as the

multiplicity densities of the final state hadrons had a preferred axis, "the

beam direction". Any deviations in the transverse directions were small ar.d

limited.

The longitudinal phase space production models, very often termed "the plon

gas in rapidity space", contains basically two parameters, one related to the

multiplicity per unit rapidity and the other to the width of the transverse

momentum distribution. Such models are simple and easily implemented in a

Monce Carlo framework and as I have said before, these models may take you a



long way as long as you have little interest in large fluctuations, precise

quantum number flows and the basic dynamics behind the final state charged

hadron distributions. The decay of many resonances with the corresponding

redistribution of energy and momentum and the many kinematical complications

means that a "statistical" scenario is not far away from different mean or

inclusive observations.

3«. Tterative Cascade Models and Tbeir Problems

The first models containing a bit more sophistication were the jet cascade

fragmentation models [20]. The basic dynamical idea is again a longitudinal

distribution but of an iterative character.

A jet containing a given energy (-momentum) (e.g. Ht=E+P) decays into a single

particle (with mass m, and fractional energy momentum z.^e^p^W*) and a new

Jet carrying {1-2<.)H>. Remembering that

ej - p! = m» (7)

(for a single longitudinal space direction) the particle energy and momentum

is fixed by m and ztl and we may repeat the process (cf fig. 2) and produce

z*i = n,(1-z,J , m, (8)

z*j = n3(i-n,)(1-zl+) , m3 etc

with the values of T\ (i),:!,,) eventually distributed in accordance with a

common "inclusive distribution" f(n)dri for 0<n<1.

While the first jet cascade models were used for full fledged final state

hadrons, it was suggested in ref. [21] that they may be successfully used in a

framework where a new qq-pair appears at each "vertex", with the quantum

numbers, such as flavour and transverse momentLjn etc, "locally conserved" in

the pair production. Several such models were suggested [22] although the

Feynman-Field scenario tended to be the most popular one.
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One particular property of all these models is the appearance of a central

rapidity "plateau", i.e. for large energies the multiplicity distribution

fractional energy-momentum behaved as

C 2§ « C dy (9)

The constant C can very often be related to the behaviour of f(z) for large z-

values e.g. as

f(z) - d - z ) C " 1 (10)

It should be noted, however, that in order to saturate eq. (9) i.e. to obtain

a real central plateau it is necessary to have very large energies. Monte

Carlo simulation studies show that for an ordinary particle composition it is

necessary to have cms energies above 100 GeV before it is developed. At these

energies, lots of other processes, like multiparton bremsstrahlung emission

and "hard Rutherford scatterings" are around and tend to obscure such a

saturation.

Even before the FF model appeared there was however some work done on a

"collective" decay scenario [23]. It is evident that "no Jet is alone", i.e.

even a qoqo-pair Jet produced in e e"-annlhilation contains more than one

"end", which is influenced by the quantum numbers occurring originally. In

general at least for large energies It is perfectly feasible to produce one

jet from the qo-side and another from the qo-slde and afterwards try to "Join

them" In the centre by means of some procedure. This turns out to be a

difficult problem to do in a consistent way, however. It is easy to show that

for almost all distribution functions f(n) the central distribution depends

upon in which order the jets are formed, i.e. the procedure is not left-right

symmetric.

There is further the somewhat complicated question of "order". FF introduced

the notion of "rank ordering", counting e.g. from the qo-end "the 1st rank"

hadron as the one containing the q0 together with - for a meson - another q=q,

from "the first" vertex, and similarly for the 2nd rank meson (q,qj) etc.

It was quickly recognized that rank ordering could not easily be understood as

an ordinary time ordering in the process. From the Landau -Pomeranchuk notion

of formation time in bremsstrahlung processes it was known that solely due to
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relativistic covariance a "fast particle" (large fractional energy-momentum z)

takes a much longer time than a corresponding low z-hadron to get

disentangled.

Therefore the iterative process, which seemed to produce an "outside-in"

cascade with the fastest mesons generally produced "first" was claimed to be

wrong dynamically. Inside a string framework, however, this paradox can be

solved surprisingly at the same time as the question of left-right symmetry

also obtains a solution. In order to see how this comes about we will consider

some properties of the Lund string model [24].

3C. A Solution to the Problem

A piece of string with a (massless) q- and a q-particle at each endpoint may

as in fig. 3a stretch out with the end-points moving apart along the

lightcones. The q- and q-particles loose energy momentum at a constant rate

KM GeV/fm.

After some time (in the cms after m/2c with m the mass of the stringstate)

both endpoints are stopped and turned around so that they afterwards are

accelerated towards each other by the string tension r. This procedure is

repeated over and over again and these states, termed "the yo-yo modes" are

taken as models for stable meson states in string models.

In order to see how the relativistic covariance works in the model we consider

fig. 3b, in which the state described above is viewed from a moving frame.

Then the q-particle energy momentum is increased by the factor exp y and the

q-particle (note that the q-particle has a "negative" component w-k) by exp -

y. Consequently for large y the (j-particle is stopped long before the q and

afterwards dragged along by the field with the q loosing and the q gaining

energy-momentum at the rate ic. After the q is stopped and the q has "passed"

it the situation reverses and the yo-yo state as such is seen to move away

with rapidity y. The only Lorentz invariant is the surface-area spanned by the

string during a period and this can be proved to be proportional to the

squared mass m'.

We next consider a qq-state with a large mass W'=W»U. (fig. 3c). When the q-

and the q-particles move apart more and more energy is stored into the

forcefield. Nature never liked such a situation and the stored potential
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energy may be decreased by the breaking of the string-field i.e. by the

production of new qq-pairs (new endpoints) along the string. The newly

produced endpoints move apart each dragged in the opposite direction by the

forcefield.

We note that in this simple but truly confined situation the string forcefield

ends on the q- and q-charges. This is different from electrodynamics where a

produced e*e"-pair may well go apart but continue in principle to interact

(producing common bremsstrahlung e.g.).

As time passes more and more qq-pairs are produced. A q- and a q-partlcle from

adjacent "vertices" will together with the connecting string piece form a yo-

yo meson and in the final state the original large mass string will break up

into many small mass yo-yo's, moving apart with different rapidities.

We firstly note that in this simple one-space-dlnensional model only one

variable, like the fractional energy-momentum z» in eqs. (7)-(8) (or for that

matter z_=e-p/W_) together with the meson mass m is sufficient to describe the

state of each yo-yo.

Secondly, adjacent vertices must in order that m'>0 be on a spacelike distance

with respect to each other. This implies that although in the frame used to

describe the breakup In fig. 3c, the vertex 1 is in time before the vertex 2

etc in another frame such time-ordering will be different. What can be said is

only that in each frame the slowest mesons are the first to be produced while

the fast ones obey the rules found by Landau and Pomeranchuk, i.e. they have

formation times •>• e/m'.

Rank ordering is in this way understood as an ordering in descending light-

cone coordinates for the vertices, the first rank vertex corresponding to the

first vertex e.g. along the positive (or for that matter the negativ»)

lightcone. It is therefore perfectly feasible to arrange the breakup procens

as an iterative Jet cascade in this kind of model and still keep the notion

that a jet is formed "inside-out".

A Jet cascade with rank ordering means consequently to prescribe z»,, zt,, Z-,

etc for the fractional energy-momentum from the original q-slde or z.,, z_j,

etc from the q-side.
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3D. A Symmetric fragmentation Model

A third and more farreaching conclusion is that all vertices must have an

equal significance in the production process. This means that the production

process in a Lorentz covariant and causal framework must be such that one

should be able to describe it starting at any vertex and proceeding "up or

down" along the lightcones. In ref. [25] it is shown that there is only a

single statistical process of this kind available. Together with the space-

time picture above this result is the main one for the one space-dimensional

Lund string model.

The process can be described most easily in exclusive terms. The probability

to obtain n final state mesons with (p,, m,), (p]t m,) etc is then

proportional to

n
dPn(pl,...,pn) •> II Ndpj6(p*-m*)«(!:pj-p) x exp-bAn (11)

Thus dPfi is proportisnal to the n-particle phase-space factor with a scale

parameter N for each meson together with the negative exponent of the

connected space-time area An (hatched in fig. 3c) of the string before the

breakup (the parameter b is a scale parameter for this area).

The result in eq. (11) may be interpreted as phase-space times a squared

matrix element M ("the golden rule"). While the Lund model in the beginning

often was thought of as a kind of Schwinger model [26] there is actually a

major dynamical difference. For 1+1 dimensional QED, Schwinger showed that the

theory was (excluding some mathematical problems) equivalett to a local free

field theory - a dipole density - with massive quanta. An external current as

in ref. [27] will then produce a coherent state of such quanta but the

locality of the field means that these mesons are actually produced as total

entities.

In the Lund string model a qj- and a q^-particle from adjacent vertices will

form a final state meson and such a production process will require for gauge

invariance a gauge connector

exp ig f AUdxu (12)
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with Au the gaugefield. Therefore the total matrixelement must contain a

factor exp igj Awdx with the integral around the closed "breakup curve". Such

a Wilson operator is in a confined theory expected to behave as

exp i ?A (13)

with A the enclosed (spacetime) area and with the parameter ? -ich that Re? = ic

The imaginary part of ( may as in other production processes with a complex

dielectricity constant be related to the production rate. A tentative answer

would then (using another Schwlnger calculation on the tunnelling in an

external force field [28]) relate the parameter b In eq. (12) to the

transverse width of the force field.

The phase relation above has been used to explain the so-called Bose-Einsteln

correlations observed in Jet production [29].

From eq. (12) it is possible to calculate the Inclusive distribution for the

first rank meson:

f = 1 N(1-z)a exp -b |I (11)

The parameter a is a function of N and bra' such that the distribution f is

normalized. It plays a role in the theory similar to a Regge parameter because

It is rather easy to show that for the quantities dP in eq. (12) one has [25]

fl J dP n - (W')a (15)

Further the distribution in squared momentum transfer F between a string with

mass W, and a string with mass W, obtained by breaking the original string

with mass W in a vertex:

T a yi"l (16)

can be shown to be
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ra exp -br (17)

fts Ay=-tn(r) has the obvious meaning of the rapidity gap produced between the

string Jets 1 and 2 this distribution can be interpreted in Mueller-Regge

terms as (this was first pointed out by Artru)

exp -(a+l)4y (18)

While the Lund string scenario has a nice uniqueness in a 1+1 dimensional

world, it needs for a confrontation with the 1+3 dimensional experiments to be

endowed with a lot of non-unique features, Just as the other iterative cascade

models.

3B. notes on the Parameters in a Realistic qq Jet Situation

While string motion and yo-yo states are easily generalized to the case of

massive qq-pairs (which move along hyperbolas with the mass less orbits-

lightcones as asymptotes) the production of such qq-pairs as well as the

introduction of transverse momentum in the breakup process needs a true

quantum-mechanical treatment.

(The interested reader nay evidently ask whether the 1+1 dimensional model

presented above has anything to do with a quantum mechanical reality. The

answer is that most of the considerations are bona fide for longitudinal

motions at least as a semiclassical framework. In a paper by Gottfried and Low

[30] it is shown that the Heisenberg undeterminedness relations allow a

specification of both the rapidity and the space coordinates for a fast

particle.)

In the Lund model the production of massive (mass u) qq-pair with transverse

momentum k- is treated as a tunnelling process [28,31] with a production

probability

exp - 1 (u2+ic^) (19)

Using "ordinary" values for the quark masses one expects ilavour rates of
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d:u:s:c » 1:1:0.3:10"". Thus while strangeness shall occur on the level of

10-15 t (which seems confirmed by the present e*e"-annihilation data), charm

and heavier quarks are strongly suppressed in a scenario governed by the scala

of K.

The transverse momentum spectrum for the final state mesons, obtained

provisionally by adding the results of the gajssian spectrum from the q- ami

the q-sources is then in the model also of a gaussian character. From studie:!

in e+e~-annihilation reactions and (likewise in the applications to inelastlo

leptop-oduction and hadron-productlon) it is found that this is a good

approximation albeit with ic/n = (250 MeV/c)' exchanged to a o' = (350 MeV/c)1.

Monte Carlo studies indicate that unresolved (soft gluon) radiation may

eventually account for this difference. One should also note the appearance o-*

mj.= (mJ+p£) in the fragmentation function in eq. (15).

For meson production it is necessary not only to prescribe an s/u ration bu"

also a Vector/pseudoscalar (V/P) ratio. It may be expected from statistical

considerations that V/P s 3 but arguments have been given (also from thu

tunnelling process [32]) that there should be a suppression due to the larger

difficulty of tunnelling into a vector than a pseudoscalar bag (the ratio may

be different for p/ii and K»/K e.g.). Phenoraenologically V/P Is around 1. With

the assumption that tensor meson production may be neglected (It Is known to

be less than a few percent anyway and in a string framework it should be low

due to angular momentum considerations) we now have a complete model for th«

decay of a qq-state into mesons.

It is known however that the baryon-antibaryon (BB) production rate is non-

negligible inside partonic Jets. The simplest scheme [33] for BB-production i.i

to assume that diquarks (di) and antidiquarks (31) (colour 3- and 3-charges)

may be produced in the field similarly to qq-pairs.

This does not necessarily mean that di-3I pairs should be taken as elementary

field excitations but only that di-3I pairs may be dragged out in thv;

tunnelling process in one way or another.

Another scheme "the popcorn models" [3"] is obtained by assuming the existence

of elementary colour-excitations "of the wrong kind". Thus an original (rr)

field is transformed by a gg-excitation inside a certain region into »

[(rg)=B,(Fg)=b] field which may break again producing a (rgb) B-3tate and j

(rgb) 5-atate (eventually with one or more meson states in between).
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The general rate of baryon production is in the simplest model regulated by a

di to q-ration qq:q a 0.09:1. For the popcorn model there is a somewhat larger

rate (due to the generally assumed production of one meson in between the BB

in half of the cases the total state needs a somewhat larger phase space).

In any detailed Jet fragmentation model for baryon production there is a fair

amount of parameters. If on the other hand only protons, neutrons and A-

particles (as well as the corresponding antibaryons) are observed (this is

usually the case), then the results are rather insensitive to all these

parameters. This is so at least for models with the SU(6)-symraetry constraint

that a baryon is a symmetric state of the three quarks (neglecting the colour

degree of freedom). Then it is necessary to weight the different flav our and

spin states with the probability for a given di and a given q to form a

symmetric (qqq)-system.

For a detailed description of all baryons and hyperons with their resonances

it is, however, necessary to specify the ratio of spin 1 to spin 0 diquarks

the ratio of strange to nonstrange diquarks and the ratio of decuplet to octet

baryons. For the popcorn model there is further freedom for the relative

probabilities of different BM8 combinations (i.e. when a meson M occurs in

between the B8).

In leptoproduction and hadroproduction events with a baryon target there is a

necessity to provide fragmentation also for a forcefield with a more complex

colour charge at the endpoint than a "simple" qq-particle.

In the Lund string model there are dynamical reasons to expect a final state

"one-dimensional" baryon. Thus whatever original configuration the colour

charges have, the final state situation when one of them is affected by a

momentum transfer is that they all tend to stretch together along the momentum

transfer direction [35].

We note that in a force-field with charges like fig. U (the three valence

constituents denoted by the colour charges r, b, g are distributed

longitudinally) there is one colour flow direction from the r to the (bg)=r

and the opposite direction from th" g to the (rb)=g. Consequently if pairs are

produced in these regions, the q-particles are always dragged "inwards", i.e.

towards the third valence constituents and there will always be a baryon

produced around this original q (baryon number conservation!).
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The actual distribution of the three valence constituents (and the even more

complex question of how to treat events with "sea quark" Interactions) have In

the Lund model been treated by simple (rather ad hoc) phenomenological

parametrizations.

It is probably necessary to come back to these questions in the future (for

presently available data there has been little need of sophistication) and to

try to provide a more complete and consistent framework for baryon breakup and

BB-production.

I have in this section treated the Lund model as an example of the Iterative

cascade jets. Any such model will need many parameters and as long as we have

so little knowledge of the actual binding properties of the hadrons (e.g.

masses of di- and q-particles if any of these notions have an operative

meaning!?) the parameters cannot be calculated. All of the parameters o', s/u,

V/P, di/q etc tend to have "reasonable" values and as I have said before most

observable features are (if state symnetrization is duly accounted for) well

described in terms of these four parameters mentioned.

3r. On Hultijet Fragmentation in String Hodels

While q- and q-particles (with their flavours) are associated with the

endpoints of a string , in the Lund model the gluons are treated as masaless

pointlike excitations in the interior of the string field. Just as for an

ordinary classical string there are modes corresponding to a "pluck" or if you

like a pointlike "hammer blow". The interesting property of the massless

relativistic string is chat such excitations are fairly "stable in t'~ ' sense

that such an excitation will continue to drag along the string as long as some

of the original energy-momentum is left.

A gluonic excitation is acted upon by the force ?K, which means that it looses

its energy momentum at double the rate as compa/ed to the endpoints (there are

two adjoining string pieces to deliver it to). This means that for a qgq-3tate

'fig. 5) the two string pieces (qg) and (gq) move outwards in different

directions. One useful way to think about it is to say that half the gluon

energy momentum combines with the q-energy momentum respectively the q-energy

momentum to form these pieces.
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When the gluon is stopped (having used up its original energy momentum) its

delivered energy momentum continue to flow outward and a new segment, dragged

out solely by the remaining qq energy momentum, is formed (fig. 5). For a wee

central gluon the situation will evidently be very similar to a one-

dinensional qq-string, i.e. there are two tiny segments delivered by the gluon

moving outwards in the two directions of the q and q together with an ordinary

"flat" piece stretched longitudinally. For a collinear gluon there will be a

collective dragging out from the g and the q (or q). It is easily seen that

while the velocity of a string segment spanned by e.g. the gq is c cos(8/2)

the mass of the system is tEqEg sin2(6/2) (with 6 the opening angle).

Consequently a sufficiently collinear pair contains together so little mass

that they will in general end up in the same hadron. In other words in a model

of this kind there are often hadrons from the fragmentation procesj, which

have larger energies than the individual partons. This is infrared stability

at work.

t me end with two remarks. The first one is that all parameter", of the

spring fragmentation in a multiparton system are fixed by the ones of a single

qq-system, and although the Monte Carlo version [36] of the Lund model for

multiparton events is not unique with respect to symmetric fragmentation etc,

the possible deviations in different approaches are essentially not

observable, i.e. the method is very stable.

The second comment is that there are strong experimental indications that

something similar to "the string effect" is needed in any model. The string

effect was predicted [57] and means that there should be an observable

asymmetry in the phase space multiplicity distribution in the angular segments

of a qgq-event. There are particles produced in the (qg) and the (gq) segments

where there are string fields but much fewer observed in the qq segment where

there is no field. Both the qualitative and quantitative properties (more

multiplicity and more string field push for larger meson masses and for

particles with larger momentum components out of the event plane - such

particles take larger pieces of the field!) have been experimentally confirmed

[38].

3G. independent Fragmentation

The asymptotic freedom of QCD, which implies the possibility to treat the

partons as noninteracting entities during a scattering process, may in some

situations be extended also to the hadronization phase.
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There are several difficulties in such a scheme, however. Basically one can

divide these difficulties into problems related to Lorentz covariance and

problems on infrared stability. In a truly Lorentz covariant model one should

be able to treat any features of the model Independent of the frame of

reference. In connection with most independent fragmentation (IF) models it

is, however, necessary to define a particular frame in order to conserve

ener Jw, and momentum. Usually some common cms frame is chosen.

After that one or another of the iterative cascade Jet algorithms is chosen

for the fragmentation of each parton.

One is then in such a simple scheme faced with two basic difficulties. The

first is that the cascades must be stopped somewhere and it is not evident at

what point this should happen. Thus one must introduce some almost arbitrary

cutoff procedure.

The second difficulty is that the original QCD parton state is usually

formulated in terms of massless partons, i.e. the energy momentum vectors

fulfil e=IpI. When masses and transverse momentum is given to the hadrons of

the cascade this relatio is no longer possible to fulfil. Therefore some

"reshuffling scheme" must be used e.g. a rescaling of the energy and changes

of the momenta or eventually some twisting of the angles between the parton

momenta.

There is of co;:rse also the question of how to conserve f'.avour etc for the

low energy particles at the end of the cascade.

The problems of infrared stability are severe for most IF models. If taken to

its extreme an IF model would treat two colllnear partons with energies e, and

e, and produce a number of particles of the order n,=C tn(e,/m) from each of

them. For large values of the energies e, it is evident that this will lead to

a large overproduction if we compare to the result of producing particles from

the two partons together, i.e. n"12=C in(e1+e,/m)<n1+nj.

For the details of how different groups have chosen their ad hoc procedures I

refer to the original papers [39] or to an excellent review [1].
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In ny opinion it is hardly viable to consider these models as more than

possible parametrizations of data and I do not think that the authors of most

IF models intended anything more than that.

There is, however, one scheme suggested by Montvay [40], which would solve all

the problems mentioned above. Nobody has, however, yet picked on that

possibility (although there is in the Lund Monte Carlo a simplified option of

the Montvay model).

The idea is to use separate gluon-type (colour 8) and quark-type (colour 3)

strings with different values of the string tension at rest K, and K3=IC.

Strings of the 8-type and the 3-type may be joined in junctions and the motion

of such a Junction is given by the composant of the string tensions acting

upon it. For the case when IC,>2K the 8-type of strings are never dragged out

and one recovers the ordinary Lund model.

For the case when ic,<2r, however, one obtains a set of new models with

properties very sisilar to those intended in IF models. To see that we may

boost ourselves into the restfraae of one junction where the three string

segments from the Joining partons extend in directions determined so that the

sum of the tensions vanishes.

There will obviously be a large amount of different Junctions and Junction

places available for a multiparton state. The parton state could be visualized

like a polype with arms extending in all directions from a skeleton of 8-

strings. Two collinear partons would (if they are colour connected) go away

and pull with them a junction and then only be connected to the rest of the

system by a single string. Therefore the Montvay scheme is both Lorentz

covariant and infrared stable. Although all quantum numbers in principle can

be locally and globally preserved an implementation of the Montvay model would

probably be exceedingly difficult.

30. Cluster models of Fragmentation and Comparisons to strings

Cluster models for particle production have been with us since the first

analysis of high energy multiparticle interactions started. The notion of

"cluster" is not a precise one, however. Sometimes clusters have been

associated with the known resonances and sometimes with purely mathematical

entities with a continuous mass spectrum and even a rather broad decay

multiplicity distribution.
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In PQCD parton cascade models there is, due to the expected "preconfinement" a

natural mass distribution (with a strong peak for low masses) for colour

adjacent partons. It is then natural to use a statistical phase-space decay

and I will as an example consider the Webber model [12] in some detail.

For the Marchesini-Webber cascade model [12], the coherence properties of tne

parton emission is taken into account in a somewhat complicated way. The

evolution algorithm is not explicitly Lorentz covariant, being dt.'ined in a

particular frame =nd the kinematics is consequently difficult to see through.

The evolution is carried out to rather small (virtual) masses with a cutoff

"rain o f t h e o r d e r 1'|J G e V (= 2 m w i t n % a fictitious gluon mass). There is

also similarly fictitious quark masses (for u and d and 300 MeV and for s

around 500 MeV) so that at the end of the cascade most gluons decay directly

to qq-pairs (those who "refuse" are finally "forced" to do it). It should be

noted that in the middle of any cascade the probability for gluons to decay

into gluons is almost a factor of 10 larger than for the decay into qq-pairs.

Thus, at the end the cascade contains a large amount of colour connected qq-

pairs stemming in general from different decay chains. These pairs are then

combined into colourless clusters. The clusters are finally allowed to decay

into final state hadron pairs according to a statistical isotropic phase-space

(relative probabilities (2s,+1)(2s,+1)2p"/m with s, j=1,2 the spins and p* the

common momentum of the hadrons in the restframe of the cluster).

Therefore, at first sight, both the pT-properties and the flavour properties

of the final state hadrons seem to come out of the parton cascade together

with a simple statistical ansatz. There is, however, as always a large amount

of extras needed to understand the detailed properties of the experimental

data.

Firstly, although most of the clusters have masses of the order of 1-3 GeV,

there is a tail out to essentially larger masses (I have been told that this

tail is basically independent of the cms energy). Therefore a method to split

large masses has to be introduced.

It is interesting to note that due to the coherence properties of the cascade

and this splitting operation the distribution of the final clsuters is very

similar to a "chain" stretched aiong the same momentum space curves as a
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string would be stretched.

Secondly, in order to reproduce the baryon spectrum (remember the many

parameters needed to fit detailed properties of baryon fragmentation in Jet

cascade algorithms!) it is necessary to alloy the decay of gluons also into

di-di-pairs with a rate of about 5 % as compared to qq-pairs. In this way a

BS-pair may stem from two different clusters (there will consequently be a

"drag-effect" in a sense similar to the BB production out of a stretched out

string).

Thirdly, if all clusters should decay into 2-particle states, then there is a

severe underestimate of very fast (large fractional energy momentum) single

hadrons and particular care must be taken to include such effects.

Finally it has been pointed out that there is a necessity to be careful with

respect to infrared stability in any cluster algorithm based upon a parton

cascade. If a single wee gluon is emitted or not emitted in between two

branches of the cascade then the final state cluster mass may be very

different. To see that we note that if the gluon is not emitted then the qq-

pair forming the cluster may in their common cms go apart with e+p=i-p=M. If a

gluon is emitted (with energy u in this frame) then a new q'q'-pair is formed

and we obtain two clusters each with the approximate energy Mu/2. This example

exaggerates the problem to some extent, but some means to ensure that there is

no sudden large breakdown in the mass spectrum is nevertheless needed.

With these notes in mind it should be said that cluster decay has a simple

beauty and that the Webber model is a very useful and versatile model, which

seens to explain almost all the data from precise hadronization studies (just

as well as string fragmentation algorithms do it).

It is interesting to note the large similarities of the two models now - a

string or a chain of clusters stretched in a similar way - despite the fact

that they were conceptually very different when conceived. It is my own

feeling that (except for hyperon physics, for Bose-Einstein correlations and

eventually for polarization properties - there is a "natural" polarization

mechanism in string theories [41]) there is for the immediate future more to

be done on the basic properties of the QCD parton model than on the

fragmentation physics per se. When the energies increase there is a larger and

larger phase-space available for radiation. It will be most interesting to see

whether the present day parton cascade models are able to understand the

possible activities in e.g. the transverse momentum space.
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